
Compact invisible pivoting hinge
Stealth pivot is a compact and innovative pivoting hinge, that can be fitted inside virtually any door. The pivot hinge features a 
high-tech comfort closure that works in all swing directions up to 360°. When fitted and installed, the hinge remains invisible, 
hence the name “Stealth Pivot”.

The hinge is mounted straight on top of the finished floor and solid or reinforced ceiling surface, without the need for any built-
in fixtures. The minimal anchoring allows for easy installation on any type of surface.

During development, a great deal of attention went into ease of installation, to ensure that the resulting pivot system could be 
used in both new and existing homes, regardless the construction, without any pre-installed elements.

The hinges make it possible to create pivot doors up to 150kg, that feel as light as a feather. The “normal” version is designed 
for pivot doors up to 75kg and features an adjustable offset axis point that can be set up at either 80mm or 178mm. The “XL” 
version is designed for large pivot doors up to 150kg. The XL’s axis can be positioned at 1/3 or in the centre, with a configurable 
swing operation of 180° or 360° like a carrousel.

All the necessary accessories & components, right up to the screws and plugs are included in the kit.
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Stealth Pivot “normal”
►Size: 170mm x 41mm x 25mm 
►Designed for doors up to 75 kg
►Modular offset axis point: 80mm or 178mm
►Swing operation: 180° 
►1-way 90° or 2-way 180° configurable 
►90° open/hold positioning
►Magnetic positioning accessory
►High-tech closing technology with Suspa gas springs
►Adjustable closing force 300N - 400N 
►Maintenance free design

Stealth Pivot “normal” 
Suitable for:
Interior doors made from any type of material, with a minimal thickness of 30mm, for hinge integration purposes.

Swing operation:
180° swing operation with a silent 90° hold function in both swing directions (90°/-90°). We include a magnetic 1-way or 2-way door 
positioning accessory that can be fitted optional on top of the door with a smal counterpart against the ceiling for positioning purpo-
ses. 

The 1-way configuration positions and blocks the door when 1-way only 90° swing is needed. 

Minimum pivot point distance:
The axis point can be positioned at either 80mm or 178mm by simply turning the hinge around in the cavity inside the door panel. 

Closed door positioning (0°)
The self closing technology will position the door at +/- 0° when installed correctly. The hinge mounts feature a correction & adjustabili-
ty system with hexagonal bolts to fine-tune the panels position at 0° after installation. We also include a set of magnets to ensure that 
the positioning at 0° is guaranteed after installation. Installation of the magnet accessory is optional.

Stealth Pivot “normal” kit content:

►A set of “normal” Stealth Pivot hinges (Max. 75kg)
►2 sets of Suspa gas springs 300N - 400N 
►Screws & plugs 
►1-way accessory x2
►Positioning magnets x2 
►Filling plates (pivot mount height adjustment)
►Hexagonal pivot mount positioning bolts 
►Mounting tool with drill holes caliber
►Installation manual

Packaging: Delivered as a complete set with all the necessary 
accessories, right up to screws and plugs.  

Warranty: 2 year manufacturer warranty

Joint dimensions:
The advised joint dimensions are based on a completely square 
opening. Please read our detailed instructions 
regarding dimensions & joint calculation in the instruction manual.

►Top 12.5mm and bottom 11mm 
►Left and right: 5mm (check with appropriate door leaf thickness)
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Stealth Pivot “XL”
►Size: 270mm x 41mm x 25mm 
►Designed for doors up to 150 kg
►Offset axis 1/3 (min. 250mm) or central axis position
►Swing operation: 180° or 360°
►1-way 90° or 2-way 180° or 360° configurable 
►90° open/hold positioning
►Magnetic positioning accessory
►High-tech closing technology with Suspa gas springs
►Adjustable closing force 400N - 500N
►Maintenance free design

Stealth Pivot “XL” 
Suitable for:
Interior doors made from any type of material, with a minimal thickness of 30mm, for hinge integration purposes.

Swing operation:
180° or 360° swing operation with a silent 90° hold function in all swing directions (90°/-90°).
We include a magnetic 1-way or 2-way door positioning accessory that can be fitted optional on top of the door with a smal 
counterpart against the ceiling for positioning purposes. The 1-way configuration positions and blocks the door when 1-way 90° 
swing is needed. The 1-way configuration positions and blocks the door when 1-way only 90° swing is needed. 

Minimum pivot point distance:
Offset axis: ►Doors up to 1300mm wide at 250mm
       ► Doors wider than 1300mm at 1/3 of the door width
Central axis: ►Doors with a central axis position can swing 180° or 360°. The swing operation is set at 180° out of the box, but  
                     can be switched to 360° by simply removing the S90 locking plate with 2 screws on both hinges. 

Closed door positioning (0°)
The self closing technology will position the door at +/- 0° when installed correctly. The hinge mounts feature a correction & adjustabili-
ty system with hexagonal bolts to fine-tune the panels position at 0° after installation. We also include a set of magnets to ensure that 
the positioning at 0° is guaranteed after installation. Installation of the magnet accessory is optional.

Stealth Pivot “XL” kit content:

►A set of “XL” Stealth Pivot hinges (Max. 150kg)
►2 sets of Suspa gas springs 400N - 500N
►Screws & plugs 
►1-way accessory x4 
►Positioning magnets x4
►Filling plates (pivot mount height adjustment)
►Hexagonal pivot mount positioning bolts 
►Mounting tool with drill holes caliber
►Installation manual

Packaging: Delivered as a complete set with all the necessary 
accessories, right up to screws and plugs.  

Warranty: 2 year manufacturer warranty

Joint dimensions:
The advised joint dimensions are based on a completely square 
opening. Please read our detailed instructions regarding dimensions 
& joint calculation in the instruction manual.

►Top 12.5mm and bottom 11mm 
►Left and right: 5mm (check with appropriate door leaf thickness)
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